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1.

INT. DARKENED SPACE - NIGHT
Darkened void - walls are not visible. ONE sits in a
chair in circle of light in center. TWO enters and sits
opposite.
ONE
(exhales)
I started to think you’d forgotten about
me.
TWO
(raises eyebrows)
Have we met?
Uh…

ONE
sorry -- what?

TWO
You said you started to think I had
forgotten about you. But I don’t believe
we’ve met before. So -- I’m curious as to
how I could forget someone I’ve never
met.
ONE
It’s... just an expression. I didn’t mean
you, personally. I just meant -TWO
I understand. But perhaps moving forward
you can be a bit more... precise in your
word choice.
Sure.

ONE

TWO
I’m curious, though. Is that something
that causes you concern? The concept of
forgetting?
ONE
I’m not sure what you’re talking about.
TWO
Do you worry about forgetting things?
Or... does it bother you? The fact that
others might forget?
ONE
I don’t know. Not sure I’ve ever really
thought about it.
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Really?

2.
TWO

ONE
Yeah -- listen, that was just -TWO
A figure of speech.
Yeah.

ONE

TWO
So you don’t think it’s important?
What?
Memory.

ONE
TWO

ONE
I didn’t say that.
TWO
You said you’ve never really thought
about it. You understand the concept of
memory, don’t you?
ONE
Yeah. Of course, but -TWO
But you’ve simply taken it for granted.
ONE
If that’s how you want to put it.
TWO
How do you want to put it?
ONE
It’s just... well, unless people have a
problem with something... you know -they just take it for granted.
TWO
I see. And... that’s something that you
believe you can take for granted.
ONE shakes their head confused.
Memory.

TWO (CONT’D)
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3.

ONE
Uh... I guess... well... like breathing!
That’s pretty important too. But I don’t
think I need to sit here and think about
how to do it.
TWO
Of course. Will you excuse me for a
moment.
ONE
Uh, sure but listen, how long is this -TWO
I’ll be back in just a moment.
ONE nods, sensing it would be futile to argue further.
TWO rises and leaves the circle of light. A beat as ONE
looks around, then forward, then finally down into their
lap. TWO returns to the circle of light. ONE lifts their
head with some renewed energy.
ONE
(exhales)
I started to think you’d forgotten about
me.
TWO
(raises eyebrows)
Have we met?
FADE OUT
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